PEAT — Planning and Execution Assistant and Trainer

Automatic planning software designed for people with memory, attention, and cognitive disorders.

Useful for traumatic brain injury, stroke, ADHD, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s, and similar disorders.

Customizable for special perceptual and cognitive disabilities.

Personalized cueing using digital pictures and voice recordings.

Increases independence, confidence, focus, flexibility, and foresight in users — and provides relief for caregivers.

Exclusive Automatic Planning Based on NASA Robotics*

Adjustable task ‘scripts’ pre-programmed by the user or caregiver guide users step-by-step through simple and complex daily routines.

Tasks not on a fixed schedule, like shopping, can be ‘floating’ — automatically scheduled during free times.

The only available system that adjusts user plans automatically following cue responses or additions or modifications of scheduled tasks.

User actions are automatically recorded, allowing scripts to be optimized over time to performance levels.

*US patents 6,047,260 and 6,381,580
Daily Activities Cued with Text, Sound, and Pictures

PEAT Helps People with Cognitive Disorders

Keep deadlines and appointments.
Complete more activities successfully without caregiver help.
Perform higher-level multi-stepped functions.

Benefits for Users and Caregivers

Proven to be easy to use by persons with brain disorders.
Provides virtual caregiver presence 24 hours/day.
More powerful and less expensive than any other cognitive aid.
Helps retrain planning and scheduling abilities in brain-injured users.

PEAT is the Only Cognitive Assistant that

Finds and automatically fixes schedule conflicts.
Automatically adjusts schedules when users respond to cues or make calendar changes, adapting NASA robotics technologies.

Reviews from PEAT Users and Caregivers

"PEAT has become a liberating addition to my life...has helped me keep focused [and gives us] something extra to help us when we need it" — J.H. San Francisco, CA

"PEAT has made a tremendous difference in my life" — R.C. San Jose, CA

"You have a great product, with a number of unique, useful features. And configurable? Wow! Keep up the good work!" — J.K. Omaha, NE

"I need my PEAT" — R.K. El Paso, TX

"PEAT is not your average scheduling software" – Pocket PC Magazine, Nov. 2002